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 Includes a single English language interface. Streaming media from a flash drive has been possible for many years using a variety of applications, from drive management software that allows the user to synchronize flash drives on Windows machines, to Windows-only media player software. However, the recent addition of USB 2.0 to the latest generation of USB ports has made flash drives
accessible at a significantly lower cost. USB 2.0 was released in April 2000, roughly four years after the first flash drives appeared on the market. Since then, computer and flash-drive manufacturers have continued to improve the performance of flash drives, and flash drive prices have dropped significantly. For instance, in 2008, the price of a flash drive of a typical capacity would have cost over

$50, but in 2012, the price of a flash drive of a typical capacity was around $20. This reduction in price is due to various technologies being incorporated into flash-drive designs. For instance, the data-transfer speed has been doubled, the number of times data can be written to a flash drive has been doubled, and the amount of data that can be stored on a flash drive has been quadrupled. Additionally,
the newer flash-drive technologies, such as those that use Multi-Level Cell (MLC) flash chips, allow for a larger capacity of data, which allows the user to store larger volumes of media files on a single flash drive. For many years, flash-drive manufacturers have sold their flash drives with a "burn-once" license, in which the flash drive is guaranteed to burn the media one time (i.e. it cannot be re-used

to store files). During this period, flash-drive prices have not generally changed. However, the recent availability of large-capacity flash drives with capacities over 1 GB has increased the demand for these drives, and flash-drive prices have generally increased. Comparison of flash drives {#Sec4} ========================== Flash drives are generally categorized into two classes based on
their capacity: micro drives, which typically hold less than 500 MB of data, and super drives, which typically hold more than 1 GB of data. There are also "USB-style" flash drives, which are attached to a computer via USB. Flash drives have been classified into several different groups on the basis of their speed: 1) class-one flash drives, which are the fastest flash drives, and 2) class-four flash drives,

which are slower than class- 82157476af
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